Mixed conducting oxides gain increasing interest as anode materials in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), due to their large electrochemically active surface area and excellent redox stability, compared to state-of-the-art Ni-YttriaStablilzed Zirconia cermets. However, further optimization of these materials requires more information on the surface chemistry and the reaction mechanisms. Here we present a new concept for electrochemical XPS measurements close to SOFC anode operation conditions even in a UHV chamber. Application of a voltage versus an oxygen buffering reference electrode enables control of the effective oxygen partial pressure in the investigated mixed conducting thin film working electrode within the range that is typical for SOFC anodes or SOEC cathodes. A lower limit is given by the reductive decomposition of the working electrode. The virtual absence of molecules in the gas phase of the UHV chamber largely prohibits presence of atmospheric adsorbates. However, surface oxidation states of metal ions can be tuned by the over potential, and exsolution of metallic species can be monitored in situ. With this technique, we investigated the oxygen partial pressure dependent oxidation states of transition metals in La 0.6 Sr 0.4 FeO 3-δ , SrTi 0.3 Fe 0.7 O 3-δ and La 0.7 Sr 0.2 Cr 0.9 Ni 0.1 O 3-δ thin film electrodes. When the oxygen partial pressure in the working electrode goes sufficiently below the NiO/Ni and FeO/Fe redox pairs, the exsolution of metallic Ni or Fe nanoparticles could be monitored in-situ. While most oxides are easier to reduce at the surface, Cr on the La 0.7 Sr 0.2 Cr 0.9 Ni 0.1 O 3-δ surface turns out to be more oxidized than the bulk and can include a Cr 6+ species.
Introduction
In solid oxide fuel/electrolysis cell (SOFC/SOEC) research, UHVbased photoelectron spectroscopy is typically used ex-situ to detect compositional changes of materials after various types of surface treatment or after cell operation [1] [2] [3] . However, the very different temperature, polarization state and atmospheric conditions during electrode operation and analysis limit the conclusiveness of such measurements. Frequently, only information on the surface composition is unambiguously accessible, while further chemical information (e.g. on oxidation states and adsorbates) likely differs strongly relative to operating conditions. These problems can be mostly overcome in ambient pressure XPS (APXPS) measurements. These can even be conducted during electrochemical polarization when a proper electrochemical model cell is used [4, 5] . This has been done extensively on ceria-based materials in reducing atmospheres [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and on perovskite-type mixed conductors [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
However, APXPS is an expensive technique, which is for most researchers only available at synchrotron beamlines. Moreover, the identification of reacting or catalysing surface species can be rather challenging, since only a part of the surface species observed in APXPS are actually caused by atmospheric adsorbates. In the XPS spectra, surface components and their changes upon polarization can also originate from point defects at or near the surface. These defects are likely to differ from the bulk, e.g. from a lowered enthalpy for oxygen vacancy formation or transition-metal reduction. Further effects may also be caused by a surface space charge zone. Higher reducibility at the surface was already shown for ceria [7] , La 0.6 Sr 0.4 FeO 3-δ (LSF) and SrTi 0.7 Fe 0.3 O 3-δ (STF) [12] . A further common phenomenon is a varying cation composition at the surface, e.g. segregation of certain cations such as Sr [1, 2, 17, 18] . Given the amount of possible origins for surface species that are detectable in APXPS, it is very challenging to identify those that are relevant in electrochemical surface reactions.
In this paper we present a new experiment design, in which electrochemical XPS measurements are performed on a mixed conducting thin film electrode on a solid oxide model cell in ultrahigh vacuum. The setup allows control of the effective oxygen partial pressure in the thin film electrode, simply by adjusting the voltage, even when a gas phase https://doi.org/10.1016/j.susc.2018. 10 .006 Received 23 May 2018; Received in revised form 3 September 2018; Accepted 3 October 2018 is absent. Thereby we can observe oxygen partial pressure dependent transition metal oxidation states and Fermi level changes. The XPS spectra collected with this technique are expected to contain the electrode surface related features that are expected also in operation, but without atmospheric adsorbates. Therefore, this method can serve as a valuable reference for APXPS measurements to help defining the spectral features that are actually caused by adsorbates. Also the exsolution of metallic particles out of the bulk can be monitored in situ. Still, to the authors' best knowledge, such UHV XPS studies on polarized solid oxide cells were not performed so far.
First we present the electrochemical cell design and testing conditions that are suited for electrochemical XPS (EC-XPS) characterization of SOFC anode materials in UHV conditions. The model cell contains a thick electrolyte (0.5 mm YSZ single crystal), a mixed conducting thin film working electrode and an oxygen nonstoichiometric thick film as combined counter and reference electrode that serves as an oxygen buffer with virtually constant oxygen chemical potential. . The missing positive charge of the dopant ions is balanced by formation of oxygen vacancies (causing ionic conductivity) and mixed transition metal oxidation states (causing electronic conductivity). Exemplarily, the oxidation states of Fe in LSF and STF and of Ni and Cr in LSCr-Ni are investigated at 600°C. The results are presented as a function of information depth (by variation of the photoelectron emission angle) and effective working electrode pO 2 , which is varied by the cell voltage.
Electrochemical behaviour of a solid oxide cell in ultra-high vacuum
Usually, solid oxide cells with a thin film working electrode are tested in a specific oxidizing or reducing gas environment. Due to the difficulties of a proper reference electrode placement on a solid electrolyte [19] , the counter electrode is typically also used as the reference electrode, and designed to have comparatively fast kinetics. Also our cells use a combined counter and reference electrode, with an oxygen partial pressure that is independent of the cell polarisation, so we will name it reference electrode in this work. For cells in ambient atmosphere, a good combined counter and reference electrode can be achieved by using a porous [8, 12, 20] electrode or one that is much larger than the working electrode [21, 22] . This ensures that over potential losses occur primarily in the electrolyte and at the working electrode, and therefore the over potential of the working electrode equals applied voltage minus electrolyte losses [8, 12] . In UHV, however, electrochemical oxygen exchange at the surface is negligibly slow, due to the low background pressure. Hence, application of a voltage in UHV does not lead to a steady state ionic current. Unfortunately, an electrode equilibrated in oxidising conditions has a rather high oxygen chemical potential or effective oxygen partial pressure in the electrode bulk (pO 2 WE ). At elevated temperature, such an electrode will release significant amounts of O 2 , leading to ill-defined electrode oxygen content and high background pressure in the chamber. SOFC anodes and SOEC cathodes, however, operate at effective oxygen partial pressures below 10 −12 mbar. With such a low internal partial pressure, the rate of O 2 release is negligible. However also the very low gas phase pressure in the XPS chamber can induce oxidation reactions by O 2 or reduction reactions by H 2 molecules. Still, this very small reaction rate has very little effect on the oxygen chemical potential in the cell because of its very large oxygen buffering capacity in the non-stoichiometric electrodes. Also without surface oxygen exchange reactions, the applied cell voltage will move oxygen ions through the electrolyte and cause stoichiometric polarisation of the electrodes. With a constant applied voltage there is no DC current, and therefore no over potential losses attributed to electron or ion conduction within the cell. , a large oxygen buffer capacity (chemical capacitance) is required, which can be achieved by using an oxygen non-stoichiometric thick film GDC reference electrode and a proper pre-reduction procedure that is elaborated in the experimental section. Accordingly, also in UHV it becomes possible to analyse the surface chemistry of SOFC electrode materials as a function of oxygen partial pressure. It turns out that for the materials used in this study pO WE 2 can be tuned from the decomposition limit of the electrode up to at least ∼10 -8 mbar without significant oxygen loss (higher pressures were not tested).
Experimental

Preparation of targets
Targets for pulsed laser deposition were prepared either by Pecini method (La 0. 6 
Deposition of the working electrode and current collector
After fabrication of the reference electrode, a ∼70 nm thick meshtype Ti-Pt current collector (5 µm stripes with 25 µm square holes) was sputter deposited on the polished side of the YSZ substrates and structured by photolithography and argon ion beam etching. On top of the current collector, different SOFC anode materials were deposited by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). The materials and PLD conditions are summarized in Table 1 . In case of the La 0.7 Sr 0.2 Cr 0.9 Ni 0.1 O 3-δ (LSCr-Ni) electrode, a Ce 0.8 Gd 0.2 O 2-δ (GDC) buffer layer was used to avoid reactions between electrode and electrolyte, such as La 2 Zr 2 O 7 formation. After deposition, the 10*10 mm 2 samples were fractured into pieces of ∼10 mm 2 area, in order to minimize the relative contribution of the electrical wiring and contacting resistance.
Pre-reduction procedure
After deposition of the working electrode, the effective oxygen partial pressure in the electrodes corresponds to the mildly oxidizing PLD conditions. Heating of such a cell in UHV would lead to significant oxygen loss and hence bad vacuum in the chamber, combined with drifting oxygen partial pressures in the electrodes. The samples were therefore first reduced at 600°C in water saturated 2.5% H 2 buffered in Ar, resulting in a H 2 :H 2 O ratio of about 1:1 and a pO 2 of 1.3*10 -24 bar.
During this pre-reduction step electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was employed to measure the area-specific resistance (ASR) and chemical capacitance of the working electrode, as shown in Fig. 1b . The electrolyte resistance (axes offset in Fig. 1c ) is followed by an arc which is largely due to the working electrode; the reference electrodes exhibits a negligible ASR of less than 1 Ωcm 2 , determined from symmetric samples with two porous GDC electrodes. After a reduction time of 30 min, the sample was quenched within a few seconds, which ensured conservation of the equilibrium oxygen nonstoichiometry established at 600°C in H 2 /H 2 O.
Electrochemical XPS measurements in UHV
The electrochemical XPS measurements were carried out using facilities of the "Analytical Instrumentation Center", Technische Universität Wien, Austria. The reduced and quenched electrochemical cell was mounted on a slightly modified 1'-type SPECS sample holder and heated by electron bombardment. Thermally as well as electrical decoupling of model cell and sample holder was achieved by a Pt-covered quartz disk that was mounted on top of a central hole in the sample holder, as shown in Fig. 3 . The very low thermal expansion coefficient of quartz minimizes the risk of thermal cracking. The voltage of the electron bombardment filament was limited to 700 V, to avoid artefacts in the XPS spectra caused by elastically and inelastically scattered heating electrons, which appear above 786 eV binding energy with a 1486 eV source. The temperature of the sample was determined from the measured (thermally activated) electrolyte resistance, obtained from the Fig. 1 . Sketch of the prepared model cell (a), temperature profile of the pre-reduction procedure (b) and impedance spectra measured on samples with LSF working electrode during pre-reduction and in UHV at 600°C (c). The inset shows a magnification both spectra. axes offset of the impedance spectra shown in Fig. 1c . This value was matched to the value measured during pre-reduction (10 Ωcm 2 ), which corresponds to 600°C. The electrical contact and mechanical fixation of the model cell were established by kanthalum tips. These tips penetrate the typically weakly electron conducting MIEC layer and directly contact the embedded Pt current collector beneath the MIEC thin film.
The oxygen non-stoichiometry established in working and reference electrodes during pre-reduction was conserved also during heating in UHV. The effective oxygen partial pressure in the sample (10 −24 bar vs 1 bar O 2 at 600°C) is too low for release of O 2 from the electrode. Due to the very low pressure in the chamber, the impedance spectrum in UHV (Fig. 1c ) displays a very large electrode arc that can be interpreted as negligibly slow oxidation/reduction rate with remaining gas molecules. The capacitance of this arc is still the chemical capacitance of the working electrode and may act as a fingerprint of the oxygen nonstoichiometry [23, 25, 26] . These chemical capacitances are obtained from an equivalent circuit fit of the electrode arc (parallel connection of resistor and constant phase element) and the values found during prereduction and in the XPS chamber are very similar, indicating that the defect chemistry of the pre-reduction is still present at operation temperature in UHV. XPS spectra were collected using a monochromatic Al K-α source and an angle-resolved SPECS Phoibos WAL analyser at a pass energy of 70 eV. Photoelectrons were collected in between 20 and 80°relative to the surface normal. In order to stay consistent with the treatment of the cell as a solid oxide battery, voltage of the polarised working electrode is indicated relative to a standard oxygen electrode in 1 bar O 2 at 600°C. Since the pre-reduced reference electrode has an oxygen partial pressure of 1. Application of a cathodic bias to the working electrode decreases the oxygen partial pressure below 1.03 V vs O 2 . In these conditions the appearance of a Fe 0 phase from LSF and STF was previously found in near ambient pressure XPS measurements during water electrolysis, and linked to increased water splitting kinetics [12, 15] . In this paper we provide complementary UHV-based XPS measurements to check whether the presence or absence of a gas phase changes the characteristics of the Fe exsolution. In Fig. 5 we see polarisation dependent Fe2p spectra. The denoted cell potentials were calculated relative to 1 bar O 2 , and the samples were before equilibrated in H 2 + H 2 O atmosphere, so the spectrum at −1030 mV corresponds to the pre-equilibration conditions. In the spectra recorded at more reducing conditions peak, using only two asymmetric peaks for oxidised and metallic iron, as shown in supplementary figure S1. In the ambient pressure XPS study from Ref. [12] , the total Fe2p peak area decreased during the evolution of Fe 0 , and the ratio of metallic and oxidized iron species was independent of the information depth. In contrast, the EC-XPS experiments presented here show a slight increase of total Fe content after the exsolution and more Fe 0 at strongly off-normal electron emission angles, as seen in Fig. 5b . This difference can be understood from the different photoelectron collection techniques in the UHV and NAP analyser. The NAP analyser detects photoelectrons at normal emission angle, and the information depth is varied by changing the photon and photoelectron energy. Since the Fe particles are much larger than the photoelectron mean free path, which is only 0.5-2 nm (see SEM images in Fig. 4) , the Fe 0 intensity at normal emission is a measure of the surface area fraction covered by metallic Fe. In contrast, the lab-based UHV spectrometer uses an angle-resolved analyser. In this geometry, the projected area of the segregated metallic Fe particles becomes larger at shallow emission angles as sketched in Fig. 5c . This is the reason why an increase in Fe°fraction is observed at shallower photoelectron angle, sketched in Fig. 5c . For substantial applied anodic bias, meaning the spectra labelled Fig. 3 . Cross-section sketch of a model cell mounted on the modified sample holder that is heated by electron bombardment. The quartz disk provides electrical and thermal decoupling from the sample holder. −530 mV vs O 2 , in Fig. 5a , a satellite feature appears at ∼719 eV, indicative for Fe 3+ [27] [28] [29] . It was shown in literature that chromate-based perovskites doped with Ni can form catalytically active morphologically stable and nanosized Ni exsolutions in reducing conditions at about 800°C [30] [31] [32] . Asite deficiency strongly enhances the exsolution of Ni ions from the Bsite of the crystal [31, 33] . Furthermore, Ni-doped lanthanum chromite based perovskites were shown exhibit excellent resistance towards carbon formation and reductive decomposition during CO 2 electrolysis [16] . In order to study the Ni exsolution process by electrochemical XPS measurements, we fabricated a model cell with a working electrode consisting of A-site deficient La 0.7 Sr 0.2 Cr 0.9 Ni 0.1 O 3-δ (LSCr-Ni). After initial reduction and quenching XPS spectra were recorded at 600°C during electrochemical polarisation. For the observation of the Ni oxidation state, the Ni3p peak was used since the Ni2p and La3d 3/2 peaks overlap. In Fig. 6a polarisation dependent Ni 3p peaks are plotted. The binding energy of ∼66.5 eV measured at −1030 and −1480 mV vs O 2 corresponds to Ni 0 [34] , whereas the slightly higher binding energy (67.5 eV) for the spectrum recorded at −530 mV vs O 2 corresponds to the value expected for NiO [34] . These results reveal that Ni exsolutions appear probably already during the pre-reduction procedure, and exsolved particles are oxidised with sufficient anodic bias. Additional SEM imaging confirmed the Ni exsolution. Particles of 5-10 nm diameter are visible after the XPS polarization experiments at 600°C (Fig. 6d) . For comparison, other samples were also reduced at 800°C in H 2 + H 2 O atmosphere for 5 hours (Fig. 6e ). An additional Asite stoichiometric La 0.8 Sr 0.2 Cr 0.9 Ni 0.1 O 3-δ film was deposited with equal conditions as the A-site deficient one and reduced at 800°C (Fig. 6c) . The stoichiometric film did not show any meal exsolutions, whereas the A-site deficient films, which were also used in the EC-XPS measurements, exhibited metallic exsolutions in the 20 nm range. This result is in accordance with a model by Neagu et al. which suggests that A-site deficiency is crucial for the exsolution of B-site dopants [31] . Asite substoichiometric LSCr-Ni can thus be considered as very promising for SOFC anodes or SOEC cathodes. By the exsolution process morphologically stable Ni nanoparticles [33] evolve on the surface of a mixed conducting oxide with high electrochemical stability.
In addition to the exsolution of metallic particles, the (oxygen partial pressure dependent) oxidation states of transition metals that stay in the oxide environment can be explored by EC-XPS. Typically, the different surface energetics make surface ions easier reducible than the bulk. This was already shown on ceria [7, 11] and on LSF64 and STF73 [12] . However, our UHV XPS measurements reveal that for La 0.7 Sr 0.2 Cr 0.9 Ni 0.1 O 3-δ this is different. Angle resloved Cr2p spectra are depicted in Fig. 7 . These exhibit, apart from the spin-orbit splitting of ∼9.5 eV, two components at 576 and 579 eV. In accordance with binding energies reported in literature [35, 36] , these peaks can be attributed to Cr2p 3/2 in Cr 3+ and Cr 6+ , respectively. The Cr 3+ peak was fitted with two components to account for the asymmetry of this peak, and both components were constrained in relative area, position and FWHM in order to reduce the number of free parameters, and a single peak was used for fitting Cr 6+ . The Cr 6+ peak is no more detectable at -1.03 V vs O 2 and lower, shown in supplementary figure S2. Angle resolved photoelectron spectra enable variation of the information depth (d), according to d = IMFP cos(θ). IMFP is the photoelectron inelastic mean free path according to the TPP-2M equation [37] (1.8 nm) and θ is the photoelectron angle relative to the surface normal. Emission angle dependent Cr2p spectra recorded at −530 mV vs O 2 are shown in Fig. 7 and reveal a strongly increased Cr 6+ signal at lower information depth. Accordingly, Cr close to the surface is more oxidized than in the bulk, which is in contrast to the typically more reducible surfaces found e.g. on LSF and STF [12] or Ceria [7, 23] . In oxides, Cr 6+ is mostly known in tetrahedral coordination [35] , and it is hence unlikely to be present in a perovskite-type lattice, where B-site cations have octahedral coordination. A more likely explanation of the Cr 6+ species is rather related to the phase stability of Sr-doped lanthanum chromite, which was extensively investigated by XRD in Ref. [38] as a function of Sr concentration (10%-30%), oxygen partial pressure and temperature. According to this study, an additional SrCrO 4 phase can form, preferentially at low temperature, high oxygen partial pressure and high Sr concentration. When these measurements are extrapolated to our experimental conditions, the pure perovskite single phase is probably still stable. Nevertheless the formation of a SrCrO 4 surface layer is possible, especially when considering that Sr is enriched on most perovskite-type surfaces. To test this hypothesis the Cr 6+ /Cr 3+ area ratio was evaluated for different angles and over potentials, shown in Fig. 7b. For 
Binding energies
In addition to the peak shape and position changes attributed to valence changes, also the peak positions of fixed valent elements (e.g. Sr) may change which cell voltage, although the working electrode was grounded, and voltage was applied to the reference electrode in order to avoid electrostatic energy shifts. As elaborated earlier, the applied voltage changes the oxygen partial pressure and thereby its chemical potential according to
where μ O RE is the oxygen chemical potential of the pre-reduction conditions (−1.03 V vs O 2 ) and μ ion and μ e are the chemical potentials of oxygen anions and electronic charge carriers, respectively. The binding energy measured in a calibrated XPS analyser is always the energy difference between the emitted photoelectron and the Work function W
Where E b is the measured binding energy, and E core the actual core level energy of an emitted photoelectron. Consequently, electrons emitted from the Fermi level always have exactly 0 eV binding energy. In many nonstoichiometric oxides, the Fermi level lies within the band gap and is connected to the electron chemical potential via
where E vac is the energy of a resting electron above the electrode surface. The Fermi level is defined to be zero, due to the grounded working electrode, but its position relative to the vacuum level or valence band edge may change with voltage. Differentiation of Eq. (4) by U reveals 
Therefore, in oxides with mainly ionic defects, such as LSF64 or STF73 at low oxygen partial pressures, the Work function and XPS binding energy depend strongly on the applied voltage. In oxides with mainly electronic defects, and few oxygen vacancies such as manganite or chromates perovskites at higher oxygen partial pressures, the Work function should be almost independent of the applied voltage.
In Fig. 8 the binding energies of the Ti2p and Sr3d peaks for STF73 LSF64 are plotted as a function of applied voltage and slopes very close to −1 eV/V were measured, although the working electrode remained on ground potential. Therefore, the oxygen chemical potential changes by cell voltage affect primarily the electron chemical potential. This shows that the concentration of oxygen vacancies at the surface is much larger than the electron concentration in the investigated pO 2 range. For the bulk, this defect chemical regime is also predicted from electrochemical and thermogravimetric literature data [24, 27, 28] . Shifting binding energies were also already found in ambient pressure XPS for these materials [12] . Moreover, we can confirm that applying voltage to the cell changes the reference electrode μ O only negligibly. Also, we did not observe any drift in the binding energies with time, which confirms that for the duration of the experiment oxygen exchange reactions with the remaining gas phase were slow enough to not cause a measurable drift of the oxygen chemical potential in our cell. The binding energy vs over potential relation does not so nicely fit the simple defect chemical model for LSCr-Ni, see Fig. 8c . All observed elements shift with equal slopes of approx. −0.5 eV/V, which are slightly steeper in more reducing conditions. In Sr-doped lanthanum chromites the oxygen vacancy formation enthalpy is much larger and hence the transition between electronic and ionic compensation of the dopant charge occurs at a significantly more reducing oxygen pressure or over potential [39, 40] . At higher oxygen partial pressures in the defect regime of mainly electronic charge compensation with a small amount of oxygen vacancies, the chemical potential of electrons should only change marginally upon application of a bias. In very reducing conditions, the dopant charge is mainly compensated by oxygen vacancies, with a small amount of electronic defects. Then the slope should switch to -1 eV/V, with a rather sharp bending. In contrast to this model we observe only weakly bias dependent slopes of about −0.5 eV/V, which are not in line with the defect model. However, the defect chemical considerations assumed non-interacting point defects and neglected surface effects, such as differing surface and bulk redox enthalpies and the probable formation of a SrCrO 4 termination. Hence, a simple point defect model is most likely insufficient to describe the actual defect chemistry of the LSCr-Ni surface.
Conclusion
Mixed conducting perovskite-type oxides are materials candidates for SOFC anodes, or SOEC cathodes. In a regular UHV chamber equipped with sample heating and electrical contacts, electrochemical XPS measurements were carried out on such materials. An optimised electrochemical model cell with thin film working electrode was used. Thanks to the comparatively large oxygen buffering capacity of the thick film counter electrode, it could be simultaneously used as the reference electrode with constant oxygen chemical potential. The initial oxygen nonstoichiometry was established in a pre-reduction step, in order to avoid O 2 release in UHV at high temperature. By heating the cell and applying voltage in UHV, the oxygen partial pressure in the investigated thin film working electrode bulk could be controlled within the range that is typical for SOFC anodes or SOEC cathodes. This measurement method proved to be very well suited for studying transition metal oxidation states and exsolution of Fe 0 and Ni 0 phases, and results fit excellently to those gained by synchrotron-based ambient The oxygen chemical potential in the working electrode changes with the cell voltage, which causes a change of the work function and results in a detectable shift of measured binding energies in the electrically grounded working electrode. As expected from defect chemical models of STF and LSF we observed a binding energy shift of −1 eV/V for electrically grounded STF and LSF working electrodes. On LSCr-Ni, the surface chemistry is more complex, due to the suggested formation of a SrCrO 4 termination, and a binding energy slope of roughly −0.5 eV/V was found. All together, these exemplary studies reveal that the oxygen partial pressure in solid oxide electrodes can be precisely controlled also in an UHV-based XPS setup when a heated solid oxide cell with a properly oxygen buffering reference electrode is used.
